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The Global Startup Ecosystem Report 2023 is
Set to Launch at The Next Web Conference in
June
SAN FRANCISCO, Calif. — November 2, 2022 — The Global Startup Ecosystem Report (GSER)

2023 from Startup Genome and the Global Entrepreneurship Network is in production to

launch at The Next Web Conference (TNW Conference) in June 2023. The report, driven by a

consortium of representatives from 40+ countries, looks at the current state of startup activity

and related investment. It features rankings that indicate which global ecosystems are currently

driving innovation. JF Gauthier, Founder and CEO of Startup Genome, will introduce the

report on the conference mainstage, sharing insights into the state of the global startup

ecosystem. 

The GSER is the world’s most comprehensive research on startups, with data from over three

million companies across 280+ entrepreneurial innovation ecosystems. The 2023 edition ranks

the top 30 and 10 runner-up global ecosystems and includes a top 100 ranking of emerging

ecosystems. It also takes a look at startup communities from a regional perspective, separately

ranking ecosystems in Asia, Europe, Latin America, MENA, North America, Oceania, and the

Rest of Africa.

“We are thrilled to be launching the GSER with TNW this year. Our comprehensive data-driven

research coupled with the global community building of TNW Conference is the perfect storm

for startups and startup ecosystem builders to connect towards increased success,” shares JF

Gauthier, Founder and CEO of Startup Genome.

⏲

http://inside.thenextweb.com/
https://startupgenome.com/gser2023


The report will launch at Europe's leading tech festival, TNW Conference, which takes place on

June 15 and 16, 2023 in Amsterdam. TNW Conference is where industry leaders and tech

enthusiasts alike come together to explore how tech will shape the world of tomorrow.

Attendees gain insights from industry pioneers and seasoned leaders. They have the

opportunity to connect with international tech executives, policymakers, and representatives

from a wide range of startups and scale-ups. This flagship tech offers all the benefits of a

conference with the energy of a festival – do business, get inspired, meet industry peers, and

enjoy every minute of it. 

“We are excited to once again provide the global platform for the launch of the annual GSER.

Amsterdam, our home city, has risen the GSER ranks in recent years, thanks to many

innovative programs across government and industry, and TNW is proud to have played a part

in the development of its prospectus startup ecosystem.” shares Zach Butler, Events Director at

TNW, a Financial Times company]

Learn more about TNW Conference and book your pass here and check out previous editions of

the GSER and other Startup Genome reports.

 

ABOUT STARTUP GENOME 

Startup Genome’s mission is to enhance startup success and ecosystem performance

everywhere. Startup Genome is the world’s leading policy advisory and research organization

for governments and public-private partnerships. Learn how Startup Genome accelerates global

startup ecosystems by contacting Adam Bregu at [email protected] and on startupgenome.com,

LinkedIn, Twitter.

ABOUT THE NEXT WEB

TNW is the <3 of Tech. We are global super connectors for startups, scale-ups, corporations,

governments and funding providers. Multiplying their journeys through media, events,

innovation programs and co-working spaces. TNW is part of the Financial Times group. 

For interviews and further inquiries, please contact: 

Tricia Whitlock Andrii Degeler

Chief Operations Officer, Startup Genome Head of Media, TNW 

[email protected] [email protected] 
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